
NUINT 2024
São Paulo April 15-20 2024



Instituto Principia



WIFI
Login: Instituto Principia Guest

Password: Planck1900

WHAT IS AROUND



AREA MAP



Tourist Information on São Paulo can be found at 

https://cidadedesaopaulo.com/?lang=en

MEALS
There are many restaurants in the area serving food of different styles and at different prices. Many
restaurants work by the weight system where you are charged based on the amount (measured in
grams) of food you get from a buffet. Many operate as a flat fee buffet and others have a menu
service. A meal may go from less than BRL 30.00 in simple restaurants to around BRL 90.00 in more
elaborated places. Good meals can be found in the BRL 40.00 to BRL 50.00 range. In all cases add
extra for drinks. Many restaurants add a 10% service fee. Otherwise a customary 10% may voluntarily
be paid to the server.

Shopping Cidade de São Paulo is just a 5 minute walk from the venue and offers
many restaurants. MUG is a very nice coffeeshop right at the venue complex that
offers many eating options.

COFFEE BREAK 

Served in the main building first floor 

https://cidadedesaopaulo.com/?lang=en
https://www.shoppingcidadesp.com.br/
http://mugsp.com.br/


WELCOME RECEPTION
TODAY! 

6PM at the main building.
All are welcome.

POSTER SESSION
TUESDAY 6PM

Drinks and food as a bonus



GET-TOGETHER DINNER

BOVINU’S FAST GRILL RESTAURANT

7:30 PM, Thursday 18 April

Address: Alameda Santos, 2393 - Jardim Paulista, São Paulo

Price per person is only R$ 80.00 (about US$ 16.00) to be paid directly to the restaurant. Add 10% service fee.

Dinner is self-service (you can help yourself as many times as wanted) including:

Buffet of hot and cold dishes

Barbecue

Salads

Sushi

Desserts

DRINKS ARE EXTRA

Please sign up for the dinner. The number of guests is needed for the reservation at the restaurant.



Sirius
Wednesday afternoon

Departing at noon

FEE DUE TODAY! 



HAVE A GREAT WORKSHOP

ENJOY SÃO PAULO

THANK YOU ALL FOR COMMING
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